Global PC Spy
A superb computer monitoring software offering both
'live' remote video and audio surveillance and
computer usage history logging in one package all
controlled through a dedicated user panel. Our most
comprehensive Windows computer surveillance
solution

Product Code: PCS9

£80.00 (exc. VAT)

£96.00 (inc. VAT)

The Global PC Spy is a completely undetectable Windows computer
monitoring program that offers a vast array of features. The software
provides the capability to remotely and secretly watch and hear
â&#128;&#152;liveâ&#128;&#153; as well as log activity on the
computer for later review if live monitoring is not possible at certain
times.

Simple to Deploy -Easy to Use
The software is supplied on a USB stick and can be installed on the
target PC in seconds. No prior specialist knowledge is required. Simply
start the installation from the USB stick and after a few seconds an ID
number will show on the computer screen (which must be noted). At this
point the software is installed and the USB stick can be removed leaving
the software to work for you. Remote surveillance is made easy
because the monitoring panel, which is a website that has a secure
login . This means that it is possible to keep watch on the target
computerâ&#128;&#153;s activity from any web-connected device
(desktop, laptop, tablet, etc.)

Protect You Business - Keep Your Child Safe
Computer monitoring software and key-logging devices are used by
parents concerned about the safety of their children whilst they are
using a computer, particularly when they are online where they are
potentially exposed to the predatory behaviour of others, bullying and
inappropriate websites. These products are also ideal for safeguarding
sensitive data on company computers and for monitoring employees
who maybe conducting illegal activities using the company PC.

Features
Discreetly
installs
onto
any
Windows PC (not Mac compatible)
Super-fast installation takes a
matter
of
seconds
(unless
additional software has to be
automatically pulled in by the
system)
Monitor/remotely
control
all
features from a superb web panel
(with secure login)
Monitors every keystroke and
catalogues this
Takes screenshots at user set
intervals (set on web panel)
Get data and images that are
added to the clipboard
Remotely monitor the desktop of
the installed computer ‘live’
remotely
view
through
the
computer’s
webcam
(webcam
indicator light may show on target
PC)
Take image snapshots with the
computer’s webcam
Remembers all websites visited on
Firefox and Chrome Internet
browsers...

Live Monitoring - See/Hear as it Happens
Unlike previous products that we have been able to offer the Global PC
Spy allows in a number of ways to remotely sur

Please note that more information available online.
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